WHAT’S TOPS
at the NATIONAL
AIR AND SPACE
MUSEUM?

YOU DECIDE!
Explore THE AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT IN THIS BOOKLET.
Use the MAP ON THE BACK COVER TO FIND THEM.
VOTE for YOUR FAVORITE WHEN YOU FINISH.
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First flight December 17, 1903

Left New York May 20, 1927

1903 Wright Flyer

Spirit of St. Louis

Achievement: First airplane to fly nonstop

Achievement: First successful airplane

across the Atlantic Ocean with a single pilot
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to look for:

A

Such big wings! What are they covered with?		

Look closely at the large wings.

 top  bottom
Which part is curved?  top  bottom
Which part is flat?

Because this low-speed airplane carried a heavy fuel load,

 metal  cloth  wood
How many propellers are there?

to look for:

it needed large wings to produce enough lift.

1 2 3

Follow the chains to the engine that drives the propellers.
Check out the pilot. He’s lying down.
It’s a good thing the first airplane traveled just 120 ft
The pilot shifted his hips to pull the cables that moved the tall
rudder and changed the shape of the wings.
The pilot moved a stick to control the long elevator.
This guided the airplane up and down.
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The heavy wooden and cloth wings needed struts for support.
To see ahead, pilot Charles Lindbergh turned the airplane and looked
out the side window.
The nine metal cylinders around the nose are part of the engine.
The propeller is on the front of this airplane and most
modern airplanes.

First flown 1935

First flown 1959

Douglas DC-3

North American X-15

Achievement: First profitable passenger airplane

Achievement: World’s fastest, highest-flying
aircraft flown by a pilot
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to look for:

Explore the pointy nose.
How many holes do you see?

2 4 6 8

These are ports for the rockets that steer the airplane when it is beyond
Earth’s atmosphere. This research airplane flew over 66 miles
high—to the very edge of space.
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This airplane’s skinny shape and rocket engines allow it to fly as fast
as 4,500 miles an hour.
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to look for:

How many engines are there?

B

1 2 3

Notice that they have covers, or cowlings.
The cowlings help streamline the airplane so it can fly faster

C

and more efficiently.

B

Stand under the wings, and look up at all the rivets.
They hold together the metal skin that helps support the weight
of the wings. This airplane doesn’t need struts like those on

C

Look at the airplane’s skin.

D

Notice how small the wings are.

the Spirit of St. Louis.

C

This airplane carries up to 21 passengers.

D

Here’s something the Spirit of St. Louis didn’t have: retractable wheels. They

Could all 21 get a window?

 yes  no

pull up for flying and drop down for landing.
Retractable wheels help streamline the airplane.

It’s made of a metal alloy called Inconel X
that can stand temperatures up to 1200°F.

Because this airplane flew so fast, it didn’t need big wings
to create enough lift.
Which way do the wings point?

 forward  backward

D

flown July 16-24, 1969

Built 1968

Apollo 11 Command Module

Apollo Lunar Module

who first walked on the Moon

to the surface of the Moon

Achievement: Carried the astronauts

Achievement: Test module of first spacecraft to carry humans
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to look for:

C

Look for the door in the top part,
where the crew rode. How many

D

control its flight.

1 2 3

They will climb back into the top part

B

to return to the command module.

B

The module only flies in outer
space, which has no air. Rockets

astronauts are leaving to walk on
the Moon?

No wings? How can it fly?

D

Several kinds of coverings control
the temperature inside. The black

The bottom part contains the landing

material absorbs the Sun’s heat.

gear and the launch pad. On an actual

The gold material reflects the
Sun’s heat. In some

mission, it is left on the Moon.

places, there are 25
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layers of coverings,

A

to look for:

each thinner than

How many holes, or rocket ports,
do you find?

aluminum foil.

 4  8  12

Look for them around the wide bottom and
above the cockpit window. The rockets steer

A

the spacecraft.
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Look inside the cockpit. The control panel has 566 switches. Count the
seats to see how many men lived in this space.

1 2 3

Better not stand too close to these two gold openings.
They are used to dump urine and waste water.
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The heat shield reached a temperature of 5,000°F on the return as
the module sped through Earth’s atmosphere at up to 25,000 miles an hour.
It was covered with a material that boiled off to carry heat away from the
spacecraft. This is called an ablative substance.
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Use this map to find the four aircraft and two spacecraft.
Circle your favorite when you finish.
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1903 Wright Flyer
First successful airplane

Spirit of St. Louis
First airplane to fly nonstop
across the Atlantic Ocean
with a single pilot

5

4

North American X-15
World’s fastest, highestflying aircraft flown
by a pilot

Apollo 11 Command
Module
Carried the astronauts who
first walked on the Moon

3

Douglas DC-3
First profitable
passenger airplane

6

Apollo Lunar Module
Test module of first spacecraft
to carry humans to the surface
of the Moon

Go to the Welcome Center desk to have your booklet stamped with an official museum seal.
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